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S U M M A R Y

Full-waveform inversion (FWI) is an advanced seismic imaging technique that has recently
become computationally feasible in three dimensions, and that is being widely adopted and
applied by the oil and gas industry. Here we explore the potential for 3-D FWI, when combined
with appropriate marine seismic acquisition, to recover high-resolution high-fidelity P-wave
velocity models for subsedimentary targets within the crystalline crust and uppermost man-
tle. We demonstrate that FWI is able to recover detailed 3-D structural information within a
radially faulted dome using a field data set acquired with a standard 3-D petroleum-industry
marine acquisition system. Acquiring low-frequency seismic data is important for successful
FWI; we show that current acquisition techniques can routinely acquire field data from airguns
at frequencies as low as 2 Hz, and that 1 Hz acquisition is likely to be achievable using ocean-
bottom hydrophones in deep water. Using existing geological and geophysical models, we
construct P-wave velocity models over three potential subsedimentary targets: the Soufrière
Hills Volcano on Montserrat and its associated crustal magmatic system, the crust and upper-
most mantle across the continent–ocean transition beneath the Campos Basin offshore Brazil,
and the oceanic crust and uppermost mantle beneath the East Pacific Rise mid-ocean ridge. We
use these models to generate realistic multi-azimuth 3-D synthetic seismic data, and attempt to
invert these data to recover the original models. We explore resolution and accuracy, sensitivity
to noise and acquisition geometry, ability to invert elastic data using acoustic inversion codes,
and the trade-off between low frequencies and starting velocity model accuracy. We show that
FWI applied to multi-azimuth, refracted, wide-angle, low-frequency data can resolve features
in the deep crust and uppermost mantle on scales that are significantly better than can be
achieved by any other geophysical technique, and that these results can be obtained using
relatively small numbers (60–90) of ocean-bottom receivers combined with large numbers
of airgun shots. We demonstrate that multi-azimuth 3-D FWI is robust in the presence of
noise, that acoustic FWI can invert elastic data successfully, and that the typical errors to be
expected in starting models derived using traveltimes will not be problematic for FWI given
appropriately designed acquisition. FWI is a rapidly maturing technology; its transfer from
the petroleum sector to tackle a much broader range of targets now appears to be entirely
achievable.

Key words: Controlled source seismology; Seismic tomography; Volcanic arc processes;
Continental margins: divergent; Crustal structure.

I N T RO D U C T I O N

3-D full-waveform inversion (FWI) of wide-angle seismic data is
a newly practical technique that has advanced rapidly within the
oil and gas industry, see for example Sirgue et al. (2010), Kapoor
et al. (2013) and Warner et al. (2013a). In this paper, we explore the
potential for this computationally demanding technique to address

larger scale problems within the subsedimentary crystalline crust
and shallowest upper mantle that have applications both within and
well beyond the interests of the petroleum industry.

3-D seismic reflection surveys currently provide the highest res-
olution images of the Earth’s sedimentary layers, and form the
principal geophysical tool that is used in the exploration for and
exploitation of commercial hydrocarbons. Using seismic reflection
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data, images of sedimentary horizons and structures are produced,
that can be tracked across basins to provide maps and models with
a vertical resolution of a few tens of metres. In some circumstances
however, when the potential targets lie beneath complex overburden,
3-D reflection methods can fail to provide sufficiently high-fidelity
images of the target.

Recently, 3-D iterative inversion of the pre-stack seismic wave-
field has been used to obtain high-resolution velocity models, which
have subsequently led to significant improvements in the migration
of reflections from deeper targets (e.g. Houbiers et al. 2013; Selwood
et al. 2013). This application of 3-D FWI, to obtain an accurate ve-
locity model over a wide range of length scales, has been particularly
successful in improving depth-migrated images of petroleum reser-
voirs that lie beneath heterogeneous gas clouds (e.g. Sirgue et al.
2010; Ratcliffe et al. 2011), buried fluvial channels (e.g. Warner
et al. 2013a), salt bodies (e.g. Plessix & Perkins 2010; Kapoor
et al. 2012), faulted domes (e.g. Jones et al. 2013) and other struc-
turally and lithologically complex overburden. In this application
of FWI, the inversion is driven predominantly by the low-frequency
transmitted wavefield (Virieux & Operto 2009), which has a typi-
cal penetration depth of around a third to a sixth of the maximum
source–receiver offset. Conventional surface-streamer and ocean-
bottom-cable data have limited offsets which means that the trans-
mitted wavefield may not penetrate to the target depth of interest,
particularly in deep water and for deep targets.

Here we explore the application of this rapidly maturing tech-
nology to investigate a wider range of subsedimentary targets. In
particular, we assess the potential of 3-D, wide-angle, long-offset,
low-frequency FWI as a tool to determine P-wave velocity struc-
ture beneath an active arc-volcano, within the crystalline upper and
lower crust across a passive continental margin, and across an ac-
tive ocean-spreading centre. In petroleum applications, the main
commercial use of FWI is currently to improve subsequent depth
migration of deeper reflectors. In this study however, and increas-
ingly within the petroleum industry, our interest is in recovering and
then interpreting the FWI velocity model directly.

F U L L - WAV E F O R M I N V E R S I O N

FWI seeks to find a high-resolution high-fidelity quantitative model
of the subsurface that is capable of predicting the seismic field
data, wiggle-for-wiggle, trace-by-trace. Although in principle FWI
can be used to recover any subsurface property that influences the
recorded seismic wavefield (e.g. Prieux et al. 2013), in commercial
applications it is most often only the P-wave velocity model that
is recovered. The method involves iteratively updating an initial
starting model, using a linearized local inversion, to solve the full
non-linear inversion problem. Pratt (1999) presents the underlying
theory, and Pratt et al. (1996) show an early application of the
method to crustal-scale targets. The principal benefit of FWI is
that it has the potential to resolve subsurface properties to about
half the seismic wavelength (Virieux & Operto 2009), and this is
a significant improvement on conventional traveltime tomography
for which the resolution is limited to be approximately a Fresnel
width (Williamson 1991), that is the resolution is of the order of the
square root of the product of the seismic wavelength and the length
of the ray path.

The underlying theory was first outlined by Tarantola (1984), and
a detailed recent review of FWI can be found in Virieux & Operto
(2009). Early applications of FWI were in 2-D (e.g. Pratt et al. 1996;
Pratt & Shipp 1999; Shipp & Singh 2002), but 3-D inversion has

superior convergence and accuracy (Virieux & Operto 2009; Sirgue
et al. 2010), and is in any case vital for imaging targets with signifi-
cant structural complexity. In particular, sampling the subsurface in
three dimensions with multi-azimuth multiply crossing wavefields
leads to a significantly improved recovery of subsurface velocities
(Sirgue et al. 2007; Plessix 2008; Mothi et al. 2013). In contrast,
2-D inversion can only explain out-of-plane arrivals by mapping
them into in-plane artefacts (Morgan et al. 2009), and 2-D acqui-
sition provides much more limited coverage of all portions of the
subsurface. FWI is a tomographic method that achieves its resolving
power by being able to combine many independent observations of
each region of a model. In three dimensions, using multi-azimuth
acquisition, many more independent observations can be made for
each portion of the subsurface than is possible using a narrow-
azimuth 3-D or single-azimuth 2-D acquisition geometry. 2-D FWI
however remains important as it is significantly less computation-
ally intensive, and so allows a detailed exploration of the parameter
space prior to 3-D inversion. In this paper, we consider only 3-
D FWI, and we consider explicitly only those methods that have
become well established within the petroleum industry, and that
have been validated using 3-D field data in combination with direct
subsurface measurements in boreholes.

In principle, FWI can be applied to invert forward-scattered,
transmitted, refracted arrivals, or back-scattered, subcritical, re-
flected arrivals. FWI can also of course use both types of data
together, and in reality there is a continuum from one data type
to the other that includes wide-angle and post-critical reflections,
backscattered refractions and the transmitted portion of reflected
phases. In practice though, these two generic data types can of-
ten be usefully distinguished, and are often dealt with differently
and separately. Conventional reflection imaging uses only subcriti-
cal, relatively short-offset, reflected arrivals, whereas conventional
transmission FWI typically uses only, or predominantly, the post-
critical, long-offset, refracted arrivals.

It is possible to apply FWI directly to subcritical reflection data
(e.g. Xu et al. 2012), but that is not yet common practice within
the petroleum industry. Reflection FWI, as described initially by
Tarantola (1984), has proven to be much more sensitive to the
subwavelength variation in physical properties across individual
reflectors than it is to the wavelength and larger scale macrove-
locity model (Sambridge & Mosegaard 2002; Virieux & Operto
2009). As a consequence of this, commercial FWI of 3-D reflec-
tion data has been limited thus far to produce what are essentially
reverse-time migration images of reflection events into pre-existing
macrovelocity models (e.g. Vigh et al. 2010), or to produce very-
high-resolution models of impedance contrasts superimposed upon
an already highly accurate and well-resolved macrovelocity model
that will have been typically developed using sonic measurements
from wells within the imaged volume (e.g. Lazaratos et al. 2011).
Both these can be useful applications, but they are not the approach
that has been widely adopted across the industry, and these reflec-
tion methods are not currently able to update macrovelocity models
in a meaningful way.

FWI, as it has come to be predominantly applied across the
petroleum industry (e.g. Sirgue et al. 2010; Vigh et al. 2011; Prieux
et al. 2013), uses wide-angle, long-offset, low-frequency data sets
that are dominated by forward-scattered, refracted, transmitted ar-
rivals (Mothi et al. 2013; Vigh et al. 2013a). With few exceptions,
commercial FWI uses an acoustic approximation to the wave equa-
tion (Virieux & Operto 2009; Kapoor et al. 2013), and it commonly
includes the kinematic effects of P-wave anisotropy (Selwood et al.
2013; Warner et al. 2013a). With appropriate acquisition, this form
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of FWI is capable of updating the macrovelocity model at all length
scales ranging from the full extent of the model down to about
half the seismic wavelength; we demonstrate updates on both these
length scales in field and synthetic examples below. Throughout the
remainder of this paper, we are concerned only with this approach to
wide-angle transmission FWI. The workflows, data pre-processing,
algorithms, software, rationale and overall approach that we have
applied to both field and synthetic data here follow closely those
described in Warner et al. (2013a).

FWI can be implemented in a number of ways. Here, we model
and invert exclusively in the time domain. Throughout this paper,
where we state particular frequencies at which we invert, these refer
to the cut-off frequency of a low-pass filter; in all cases we invert
finite-bandwidth data. During inversion of field data, we invariably
normalize trace amplitudes; that is, we scale the rms amplitude of
the predicted data so that it matches that of the field data, trace-
by-trace. In the time domain FWI, this form of trace amplitude
normalization is not equivalent to the phase-only inversion that is
commonly performed in the frequency domain (e.g. Pratt & Shipp
1999).

In the time domain, our method predicts and matches both the
amplitude and phase spectra of every trace over the bandwidth of
the pre-processed data, and it matches the waveform of every trace
over that bandwidth. The one parameter, for each trace, that we do
not seek to match during the inversion is a single scalar for the
amplitude spectrum, or equivalently a single scalar multiplier for
the time-domain trace. Since the inversion, as we formulate it here,
typically takes no account of anelastic attenuation, subresolution
scattering, or elastic effects, and since we do not know or indepen-
dently invert for the density model, the use of absolute amplitudes
is unhelpful; if they are included, then they serve principally to map
the effects of the unknown parameters into the P-wave velocity
field. Amplitude normalization of the raw seismic data has proven
to be largely effective in suppressing this undesirable effect (Warner
et al. 2013a), and its use is now standard practice during wide-angle
commercial FWI of 3-D field data (TOTAL, P. Williamson, personal
communication, 2013; BP, A. Brenders, personal communication,
2013; CGG, A. Ratcliffe, personal communication, 2013). We there-
fore follow this same approach when we invert synthetic data. We
emphasize however that we do invert for, and match, the individual
waveforms of the field data. That is, we seek to match the detailed
shape of the entire seismic trace after pre-processing, and we invert
for the correct shape of both the amplitude and phase spectra of
every trace.

In synthetic studies, especially in 2-D, it is possible to invert using
very large numbers of iterations, driving the residual data down to
a small fraction of its initial value, and recovering the fine details
of the original velocity model to almost any level of precision. This
approach however is not normally possible with field data where it
is uncommon for the residual to drop by as much as half of its initial
value, and where it is seldom cost effective or even affordable in
principle to run many thousands of iterations in three dimensions.
Consequently here, we invert synthetic data using as far as possible
the same approach that we would adopt with a field data set, and we
invert using only a few tens of iterations.

The cost of 3-D FWI scales as the fourth power of the maximum
frequency used, and so, while the cost of inverting field data is
easy to justify, the cost of running synthetic experiments at high
frequencies is not. Elapsed times for the acoustic inversions of
synthetic data that we use below, when inverting frequencies up to
about 6.5 Hz, range from a few to many hours depending upon the
size of the model and the size of the seismic data set when running

on around 400 cores. Working up to 25 Hz, which we have done on
field data, increases the elapsed time for these inversions so that they
would take from one to several months elapsed time on the same
hardware. This is a small cost for a field data set when compared to
the cost of data acquisition, but it is a large cost for synthetic studies
that necessarily involve many such runs. Consequently, we here
restrict our synthetic inversions only to lower frequencies; extension
to higher frequencies is straightforward and serves principally to
increase the spatial resolution in direct proportion to the maximum
frequency and shortest wavelength used during the inversion.

F I E L D E X A M P L E

We begin by demonstrating what can be achieved by applying trans-
mission FWI to a conventional 3-D field data set from the petroleum
industry. The data that we consider were acquired as part of a towed-
streamer marine-airgun survey, shot in a water depth of about 250
m, using a conventional 3-D commercial acquisition seismic ves-
sel, over the Samson Dome in the Barents Sea, offshore Norway
(Jones et al. 2013). The top of the dome has been removed by a
significant erosional unconformity, and it is overlain by quaternary
sediments, including areas of high amplitude potentially associated
with shallow gas. This complex geology in the shallow section, in
combination with significant radial faulting at the crest of the dome
below the unconformity, has the potential for large, rapid velocity
variations.

The total full-fold survey area covered about 1000 km2. The ac-
quisition was simple narrow-azimuth multi-streamer 3-D, employ-
ing 10 surface streamers, each 6000 m long, separated laterally by
100 m, employing dual flip-flop sources fired at 12.5 m intervals
inline, with 500 m spacing between sail lines. The nominal source
and receiver depths were 5 and 7 m, respectively. No low-cut field
filters were employed, but no other special attempt was made to gen-
erate or record unusually low frequencies during the survey. Prior
to FWI, the raw shot records had swell noise attenuation and linear
radon de-noise processes applied to improve the signal-to-ambient-
noise ratio. The data were low-pass filtered using a 7 Hz high-cut,
and top and bottom mutes were applied to retain only the P-wave
transmitted energy. No double-converted shear waves are visible on
the field data. No demultiple or deghosting was applied. Only every
fourth shot point was retained during the inversion to give a 50 m
inline and 500 m crossline source spacing.

FWI requires a good starting velocity model and a good estimate
of the source wavelet. In this study, this starting velocity model
was obtained using a constrained Dix inversion of the pre-stack
time-migration rms velocity field, stretched to depth, and combined
with a 1-D blocky model of anisotropy obtained by matching to the
single well that penetrates this structure. The source wavelet was
obtained by modelling the known characteristics of the airgun array.
The pre-processing, starting-model building, and source determi-
nation used only relatively simple and well-established techniques
that are in routine use within the petroleum industry. In particu-
lar, building the starting model was not unduly time-consuming or
difficult.

Fig. 1(a) shows horizontal slices through the starting velocity
model. The circular structure is the Samson Dome, and many of the
fine details in this starting model are unlikely to reflect reality accu-
rately; they result principally from uncertainties in the rms velocities
that become magnified when these are converted to interval veloc-
ities using the Dix equation. 3-D acoustic anisotropic time-domain
FWI was run on the pre-processed transmission data using the
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Figure 1. Horizontal slices though the Samson Dome. Left-hand slices are at a depth below surface of 1100 m; those on the right-hand side are at 1350 m.
(a) The starting velocity model. (b) The recovered FWI velocity model. (c) The FWI model overlain by the reflection image migrated with the starting model.

computer codes and approach described by Warner et al. (2013a).
Early iterations used a restricted bandwidth that began at 2 Hz, and
that was incremented by stages up to the highest-used frequency of
7 Hz. Trace-by-trace amplitude normalization was applied during
FWI to both the predicted and field data.

Fig. 1(b) shows the results of the inversion. These are the
same horizontal slices as were shown for the starting model;
the anisotropy model has not been changed, only P-wave ve-
locity is being updated during the inversion. Two features are
immediately apparent when comparing Figs 1(a) and (b)—the
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long-wavelength background velocity model has changed, and ad-
ditional short-wavelength structure has appeared. Both these are
important characteristics of transmission FWI. The method has up-
dated the model over a wide range of scale lengths, ranging from
about half the seismic wavelength up to the scale of the entire model.
Two questions immediately arise: is the recovered long-wavelength
background-velocity model accurate, and are the highly resolved
short-wavelength features real?

The first of these questions is answered by Jones et al. (2013).
They show that the FWI-recovered velocity model depth migrates
deeper short-offset reflection data better than the starting model.
That is, the FWI-based migration shows greater reflector continuity,
greater stack power, better signal-to-noise ratio, fewer conflicting
dips, and fewer migration artefacts. They also show that the FWI
velocity model better flattens Kirchhoff-migrated common-image
gathers. Both these results indicate that the FWI long-wavelength
model is closer to the true earth model than is the starting model.

The second question, which in the present context is the more
interesting one, is answered by Fig. 1(c). This shows a depth slice
through the migrated reflection volume superimposed upon the FWI
velocity model. The migration and depth conversion of the reflection
volume was performed using the original starting velocity model so
that there has been no transfer of information from the FWI model
to the reflection data. The many lineations that cut the dome in the
FWI velocity model in Fig. 1(b) look like steeply dipping faults.
If that is indeed what they are, then they should also be visible in
the reflection data where they would manifest as offsets, vertically
and/or horizontally, in the reflecting horizons across which they
cut. Fig. 1(c) shows that almost every lineation seen in the velocity
model corresponds to the position of an obvious faulted offset in
the reflection data. The reverse is also true; almost every fault that
can be picked on the reflection data also corresponds to a lineation
or linear offset in the FWI velocity model.

We note that these two subsurface models—reflectivity and FWI-
recovered velocity—are derived from largely independent subsets of
the field data. The former is obtained using near-normal-incidence
reflections from which all the refracted arrivals have been removed,
whereas the latter is derived from the wide-angle refracted arrivals
from which (almost) all of the short-offset reflections have been
removed. At the earliest times, these two data sets cannot be com-
pletely separated, but this overlap does not occur at the times and
offsets that generate any of the data and models seen in Fig. 1—here
the reflections and refractions form distinct and separately processed
data sets. Since the two models are independently derived, the re-
markably close agreement between them provides strong evidence
that the short-wavelength FWI-recovered velocity model is accurate
as well as being well resolved.

Looking more closely at Fig. 1, it is clear that much of the struc-
tural information that exists within the reflection data is also ap-
parent within the FWI velocity model. At the depths shown, it is
possible to build a detailed structural model of the dome, and of
the faults that dissect it, in fine detail, using only the FWI velocity
model. The velocity model however contains more than just this
structural information since it also provides a quantitative descrip-
tion of the subsurface rather than simply a qualitative image. Some
of the individual faults represent high-velocity zones, some repre-
sent low-velocity zones, some have more complex internal structure,
and some are visible merely as offsets between two blocks with con-
trasting velocity. Although it has not yet been demonstrated quan-
titatively for this data set, it seems likely that at least some of this
visible fine structure is related to the detailed lithology, strain history,
pore geometry and fluid properties within the individual faults.

In the context of subsedimentary crustal FWI, the starting model
analogous to Fig. 1(a) will be generated by traveltime tomography,
Fig. 1(b) will be generated by FWI applied to wide-azimuth long-
offset ocean-bottom-hydrophone data, and Fig. 1(c) will typically
consist only of data from a relatively small number of 2-D reflection
lines. The aim of such subsedimentary experiments and analysis will
be to generate the crustal and subcrustal analogues of Fig. 1(b), and
to interpret directly the velocity structure that they contain.

O B TA I N I N G L OW F R E Q U E N C I E S

Wide-angle FWI requires low frequencies within the field data.
These are required because the starting model must be able to
reproduce the observed wavefield to within half a cycle of the lowest
inversion frequency in order to avoid cycle skipping (Sirgue 2006).
Cycle skipping occurs when a local inversion scheme modifies the
subsurface model to force a match between observed and predicted
seismic data that occurs one or more cycles removed from the
correct match. This is a significant concern for practical FWI. It is
currently overcome by working initially at (very) low frequency, by
building (very) accurate velocity models initially using traveltime
tomography and similar methods, and by layer stripping the model
and/or the data so that shallow parts of the model, or short offsets
and early traveltimes, are updated first which improves the data
match prior to subsequent inversion to recover successively deeper
portions of the model (Virieux & Operto 2009). We adopt this latter
strategy in some of our synthetic inversions below.

A key question for crustal-scale FWI then is whether it is possible
to acquire data with adequate low-frequency content. For success-
ful FWI, it is not the absolute amplitude at low frequency that is
important, but rather the signal-to-ambient-noise ratio at particular
frequencies. For deep-water hydrophones, there is no instrumental
limit on low-frequency response, and no significant effect from the
distant surface ghost. In the absence of noise generated locally by
ocean-bottom currents, which is only problematic in limited areas,
the deep-ocean is very quiet at low frequencies down to sub-1-Hz
frequencies below which microseismic noise related to ocean swell
begins to increase (Urick 1984). There is no major issue therefore
in recording low-frequency hydrophone signals near the seabed in
deep water provided only that we have a source that can generate
them.

Fig. 2 shows data acquired as part of a 3-D petroleum-industry
ocean-bottom survey (Granli et al. 1999; Ratcliffe et al. 2011) using
conventional airgun arrays as a source; note that this is not the same
data set as was shown in Fig. 1; the latter is from surface streamers.
The left-hand panel in Fig. 2(a) shows an example of time-domain
data generated by a single source recorded on a single ocean-bottom-
hydrophone cable. Fig. 2(b) shows the same data windowed in time
using a Gaussian window centred upon the early refracted arrivals.
The data have been low-pass filtered at 8 Hz, and the rms amplitude
in each filtered trace has been normalized; amplitude normalization
was performed after windowing.

The remaining four panels in Fig. 2 show 3-D common-receiver
gathers after transformation into the frequency domain. Each of the
four panels shows the phase at a single frequency. The receiver is
located at the centre of the circular features. Each coloured pixel in
these plots corresponds to the location of a single source, and the
horizontal white lines correspond to missing lines of sources that
were not acquired. The upper figures correspond to the unwindowed
time-domain data, and the lower figures correspond to the windowed
data. In a 1-D velocity model, these plots would show concentric
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Figure 2. Field data acquired using conventional airguns and recorded on ocean-bottom hydrophones. Left-hand panels show a shot record, in the time domain,
for a single ocean-bottom cable, after application of a 8 Hz low-cut filter; (a) and (b) show the same gather without and with a time window. The centre and
right-hand panels show phase plots for a single receiver gather, viewed in the frequency domain at a single frequency of 2 or 3 Hz. The receiver is at the centre
of the circular features, and colours represent the phase of a particular shot. Data in the top two panels have not been windowed; data in the bottom two panels
have been windowed around the early-refracted arrivals. Spatially coherent structure on receiver gathers is indicative of source-generated signal. There is good
signal-to-noise in the windowed transmitted arrivals at 2 Hz. Analysis and data from Shah (2013) and Warner et al. (2013a).

circles centred on the receiver position. Here, the velocity model is
approximately 1-D; the deviation from circularity seen in the bottom
right of the figures is produced by a low-velocity gas cloud that we
have previously imaged by applying FWI to these data (Ratcliffe
et al. 2011; Warner et al. 2013a).

Spatially coherent structure on receiver gathers indicates source-
generated signal. At 3 Hz, with or without windowing, the right-
hand panels in Fig. 2 show that there is clearly a good ratio of
source-generated signal to ambient noise. At 2 Hz, with no pre-
processing, there is some coherent signal visible, but the signal-to-
noise ratio is poor. However, as shown in the bottom panel at 2 Hz,
simple windowing of the data onto the early arrivals dramatically
improves both the coherency and the signal-to-noise ratio. For the
early refracted arrivals, there is now low-frequency signal available
that is more than adequate to begin a suitably designed FWI scheme.
In a typical workflow, as the inversion proceeds, the frequency
bandwidth is increased, and the tight windowing onto just early
arrivals is relaxed.

The data shown in Fig. 2 were not acquired with low-frequencies
in mind. A conventional petroleum-industry airgun array was towed
at a depth of 6 m, and the array was tuned to provide a flat spectrum
from about 10 to 80 Hz. During the acquisition, low-cut field filters

were set to roll off below 3 Hz at 18 dB per octave. At 2 Hz therefore,
we are working below the nominal cut-off frequency of the record-
ing system. However, these filters reduce both the signal and the
noise equally, and therefore do not affect the signal-to-noise ratio at
low frequency since the inherent instrumental noise is very low.
The field filters, the design of the airgun array, and especially the
source ghost produced by the shallow tow-depth, all however re-
duce the absolute magnitude of the signals at low frequency; at 2 Hz,
the available amplitude is about 50 dB below that available at 10 Hz.
For FWI, these low absolute amplitudes are unimportant; provided
that we have good signal-to-noise ratios at a particular frequency,
then we can invert the data successfully at that frequency.

The data shown in Fig. 2 demonstrate that a shallow, con-
ventional, airgun source, when combined with ocean-bottom hy-
drophone recording in a quiet environment, can routinely provide
good quality data for FWI at frequencies down to 2 Hz. Brenders
et al. (2012) report that they were able to begin monofrequency
FWI at 1.7 Hz on a conventional commercial airgun data set, and
Vigh et al. (2011) started their inversion of wide-azimuth towed
surface-streamer data from the Gulf of Mexico at 2.2 Hz. The major
seismic contractors report that they are able to extract useable sig-
nals from airguns recorded by hydrophones in deep water ‘down to
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about 2 Hz’ provided that there is no significant effect from receiver-
side surface ghosts and that the low frequencies are not deliberately
removed by inappropriate instrumental filters (CGG, WesternGeco
& PGS, personal communication, 2013).

We note that the data in Fig. 2 were acquired in only about 75 m
of water in the North Sea. Ambient noise in this shallow sea is likely
to be much higher than in the deep ocean; wave noise is generated
much closer to the receivers in shallow water, the coast line and
associated breaking waves are not far distant, and the central North
Sea is an active area for shipping and oil exploration with a wide
range of cultural activities generating noise at the sea surface, in the
water column, and on the seabed. With more specialized acquisi-
tion, a quieter recording environment, and more sophisticated noise
reduction during pre-processing, it is seems reasonable to expect
practical FWI to start at about half the frequency that is now rou-
tinely undertaken with standard systems operating in more noisy
shallow water, that is we expect to be able to operate at frequencies
down to about 1 Hz.

Shah et al. (2012a) report a linear scheme in the frequency domain
that uses the unwrapped phase to reduce the lowest frequency at
which FWI can begin. Warner et al. (2013b) demonstrate a non-
linear processing scheme in the time domain that can halve the
lowest frequency usefully present in the field data prior to FWI. A
number of recent developments also promise the ability to apply
FWI directly and successfully to higher frequency field data that
are cycle skipped (Biondi & Almomin 2012; Shah et al. 2012b; van
Leeuwen & Herrmann 2013). None of these new methods have yet
proved themselves in routine production, but there are sufficiently
many novel approaches appearing in this area that at least some of
them seem likely to prove themselves capable of overcoming the
problem of cycle skipping during FWI in the near future.

For air gun sources, which are currently the only practical and
environmentally acceptable marine sources available for long-offset
acquisition, there are two important limitations on low-frequency
response—the source ghost and the fundamental bubble frequency
(Lua et al. 2007). The effects of the source ghost vary directly with
source depth—the deeper the source the better the low-frequency
response. The effects on the bubble are in the opposite direction—
deeper sources have a reduced low-frequency response. The latter
effect can be offset by increasing either the airgun volume or the air-
gun pressure. There are significant technical difficulties involved in
increasing airgun pressures more than marginally, but it is relatively
straightforward to increase gun volumes, either by using larger in-
dividual guns, or by clustering multiple guns so that their bubbles
coalesce.

For the 3-D inversions run below, we begin the inversion at fre-
quencies no lower than 1 Hz. To obtain useful signals at 1 Hz using
an acquisition system that is already able to provide adequate sig-
nals at 2 Hz, we would need to tow the airguns at around 14 m
rather than 7 m, and to increase the total volume by about 5.5 times.
The latter figure is because the bubble frequency scales inversely as
the cube root of gun volume and scales proportionately to the gun
depth to the power of five sixths (Ziolkowski 1986). In practice this
means using an array volume of around 17 000 cu inches. We have
previously used array volumes of 9162 cu inches on a commercial
seismic vessel to acquire deep data in the Gulf of Mexico (Morgan
et al. 1997), including wide-angle recordings on land and on the
seabed at distances of over 200 km (Christeson et al. 2001), and
array volumes of 14 500 cu inches during a commercial survey on
the U.K. continental shelf. We have also towed airguns at 15 m depth
without any particular operational difficulty. Lau et al. (2007) report
the successful use of a bubble-tuned array, that included 1000 cu

inches individual airguns, towed at depths of 18–22 m below sur-
face. This array, designed specifically for subbasalt imaging, was
able to generate signals at 1 Hz that were recorded on a sea-bottom
hydrophone array at only 30 dB below the peak-amplitude signals
generated at about 9 Hz—this is 15 dB above the 3 Hz signals that
we used successfully to invert the data from Fig. 2 (Warner et al.
2013a).

The principal technical limitation on array volume is compres-
sor capacity—however, FWI does not require the closely spaced
sources that conventional high-resolution reflection profiling em-
ploys, so that the increased shot spacing during FWI acquisition
allows the operation of very large airgun arrays using only con-
ventional flow volumes from the compressors. There is therefore
no great technical or commercial difficulty in running large airgun
arrays, with volumes of up to about 20 000 cu inches at 14 m depth
delivering signals down to about 1 Hz. Obtaining signals below
about 1 Hz however is likely to prove to be much more challenging,
but this does not appear to be necessary for the targets and models
that we discuss below.

C A S E S T U D I E S

We have constructed three synthetic velocity models, using avail-
able geological and velocity data, which span the range of targets
that are likely to be of interest within the crystalline crust and up-
permost mantle. The first model is of the subsurface magma system
beneath an active volcano in Montserrat. The second is a deep-water
section from the Campos Basin, Brazil, across the transition from
continental to oceanic crust. The third is a model of oceanic crust
and upper mantle across the East Pacific Rise (EPR). In all three
cases, conventional 3-D reflection imaging is expected to be diffi-
cult or inadequate for a variety of reasons. We have run a suite of
synthetic 3-D FWI tests to explore which experimental geometries
and inversion strategies are able to recover the fine-scale structure
in these synthetic velocity models.

Although our 3-D FWI codes have anisotropic, anelastic and
elastic capabilities, here we use predominantly acoustic inversion
since 3-D elastic inversion is not yet well established within the
petroleum industry. Our forward models were isotropic, had no
anelastic attenuation, and maintained a fixed relationship between
P-wave velocity and density. The majority of the forward modelling
used an acoustic code, but in our final case study we also ran
acoustic and elastic inversions applied to elastically modelled input
data to explore the importance of the acoustic approximation in
transmission FWI for crustal studies.

In the petroleum industry, FWI often incorporates anisotropy
as an a priori model (Selwood et al. 2013; Warner et al. 2013a).
Anisotropy adds a level of computational complexity to the inver-
sion code, but it does not otherwise change the fundamentals of
resolution, bandwidth, cycle skipping and fidelity that can be re-
covered in a synthetic study. In contrast, direct inversion for the
anisotropy parameters themselves as part of FWI is still an area of
active research (Prieux et al. 2011), and is not yet a fully robust and
routine procedure.

Full-elastic inversion of 3-D field data is beginning to be practical
(Guasch et al. 2012; Lu et al. 2013; Vigh et al. 2013b), but this is
still a computational task that is beyond the commercial budgets of
most major oil companies for more than the smallest surveys. Elastic
FWI requires a starting model for both P- and S-wave velocity, and
since the S-wave wavelength is shorter than that of the P waves, the
starting model for S-wave velocity must be correspondingly more
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accurate than the P-wave model by this ratio. In the absence of direct
measurements in boreholes, it is often difficult in real data sets to
obtain an S-wave starting model that is sufficiently accurate to begin
useful full-elastic FWI without cycle skipping affecting the shear
wave portion of the record. In view of the high computational costs,
and the genuine practical difficulties of obtaining the necessary
S-wave starting model, we do not pursue elastic FWI in this paper
beyond showing a single example. However we recognize, where it
is feasible and affordable, that elastic FWI has significant potential
and is, in principle, capable of providing information beyond that
which a purely acoustic inversion can recover, and these additional
constraints may have great value in helping to separate the effects
of fluids, temperature and lithology.

The only technically feasible and cost-effective way to acquire
long-offset, multi-azimuth, crustal-scale seismic data in deep water
is to use stand-alone ocean-bottom or water-column receivers. For
acoustic FWI, we require only hydrophones, and these are much
simpler and cheaper to install than are properly coupled ocean-
bottom geophones. In marine field experiments, individual ocean-
bottom receivers are expensive and are slow to deploy, whereas
airgun sources are fast and cheap to operate. Consequently, we have
explored experimental designs that use very many airgun sources
and a relatively small number of autonomous ocean-bottom hy-
drophones. One feature of 3-D transmission FWI, that is significant
in this context, is that the lateral spatial resolution is less strongly
dependant upon source and receiver separation in well designed
experiments than it is in many other types of seismic experiment.
In the experimental designs below, we take advantage of this, and
show that we can resolve fine structure that is significantly smaller
than the receiver spacing.

In each case study, we have constructed P-wave starting velocity
models that are consistent with the spatial resolution that we expect
to be able to obtain using wide-angle traveltime tomography (e.g.
Morgan et al. 2011) and reflection tomography (e.g. Woodward
et al. 2008). In all our inversions, we have adopted a multi-scale
method (e.g. Bunks et al. 1995; Sirgue & Pratt 2004), inverting from
low to high frequencies, which helps to avoid local minima in the
objective function and that also mitigates against cycle-skipping.

To avoid cycle-skipping, starting models should be able to re-
produce the recorded wavefield to within half a cycle at the lowest
inversion frequency. If the lowest frequency used during FWI is
1 Hz, then this requirement means that our traveltime tomography
must be capable of matching traveltimes to better than 500 ms for
the main arrivals. If we are using layer stripping during FWI, then
this requirement need only be met by that portion of the data that
is inverted initially, and then met subsequently by the next portion
of data with respect to the already-recovered model. Crustal-scale
traveltime tomography can normally be expected to fit field data to
an accuracy of no worse than about 250 ms (Zelt 2011) which means
that practical crustal experiments need to acquire data only down to
about 2 Hz in order to begin FWI in all but the most difficult and
complex regions.

Montserrat

The Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat, is part of the Lesser An-
tilles island chain in the Caribbean. The volcano has been active
since 1995 and early eruptions destroyed the capital city of Ply-
mouth. A wealth of geophysical and geochemical data have been
acquired since the start of the eruptions, and these data have been
used to understand better the storage and transport of magma to

Figure 3. Vertical slice through the 3-D traveltime tomographic velocity
model of Paulatto et al. (2012); velocities are in kilometres per second and
contours are 100 m s−1 apart. The low-velocity region beneath the Soufrière
Hills Volcano (SHV) at 5–8 km depth is interpreted to represent a crustal
magma chamber.

surface (e.g. Zellmer et al. 2003; Mattioli et al. 2010; Voight et al.
2010). In one model, the crustal magma system is argued to be com-
posed of two distinct magma chambers separated by a conduit dyke
(Elsworth et al. 2008; Foroozan et al. 2010). These chambers would
be difficult to image using conventional seismic reflection data,
because the target lies directly beneath the active volcano where
the terrain is hazardous and inaccessible, and because the shallow
chamber will tend to obscure the deeper one for near-vertical ray
paths.

In 2007, wide-angle seismic data were acquired across the vol-
cano in the SEA CALIPSO experiment (Voight et al. 2010), and in-
verted using first-arrival 3-D traveltime tomography. A low-velocity
zone was observed at depths of 5–8 km below the Soufrière Hills
Volcano, Fig. 3, and interpreted to represent a shallow magma cham-
ber (Paulatto et al. 2012). The resolution of the chamber using trav-
eltime tomography is however restricted to a Fresnel zone (3–4 km
in this case), and the maximum depth of penetration was limited
as the experiment had a maximum source–receiver offset of about
50 km. The magma chambers are an ideal target for a wide-angle
seismic survey combined with 3-D FWI since the amplitude of
the velocity anomaly is large, and Montserrat island is sufficiently
small, that imaging would not be compromised by an acquisition
geometry involving only offshore seismic sources.

The 3-D traveltime tomographic velocity model (Fig. 3) obtained
by Paulatto et al. (2012) was used to construct true (Fig. 4a) and
starting velocity models for the inversions. The models have been
extended laterally and deepened in accordance with expectations
for whole-crustal velocities in this region (Christeson et al. 2008).
In these models, the grid spacing is 200 m, and the models are
100 km long, 15 km wide and 20 km deep. The true model has two
spherical magma chambers with radii of 1.75 km and velocities that
are 1200 m s–1 lower than the background velocity, in accordance
with the models of Paulatto et al. (2012). The chambers are located
at depths of 6 and 11 km, as suggested by Elsworth et al. (2008).
The starting model does not contain the magma chambers.

The true velocity model was used to generate 3-D synthetic seis-
mic data, using a range of different experimental geometries, as-
suming sources would be fired using airguns, and receivers placed
on Montserrat and on the ocean floor. Recovering a reasonably
extensive model across the volcano within the lower crust re-
quires an inline survey length of around 100 km. We have kept the
crossline extent of the survey relatively restricted at 15 km to keep
the acquisition costs of a field survey realistic, but still allow for
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Figure 4. P-wave velocity models over the Soufrière Hills Volcano. Top
and sides show internal slices through the magma chambers as indicated by
dashed lines. (a) Model used to generate synthetic data for subsequent FWI.
(b) Model recovered after 3-D FWI. The starting model did not contain the
magma chambers. FWI recovers the upper chamber accurately, and recovers
the location and relative velocity perturbation within the lower chamber.

multi-azimuthal sampling of the magma chambers. The synthetic
data were inverted using FWI to determine how well the structure
of the magma chambers below Montserrat could be recovered. One
of the results from these 3-D inversions is shown Figs 4(b) and 5.

FWI clearly performs well in recovering the dimensions, ampli-
tude and location of the two magma chambers. For this inversion, we
used 1500 airgun sources distributed along twelve shot lines with a
shot spacing of 750 m in both directions, and 90 receivers in total
spaced every 3 km along three receiver lines which were 2.5 km
apart; thus the receivers only span the central 7.5 km of the model.
We ran 30 iterations, six iterations at each of five frequencies, start-
ing at 1 Hz and extending to 1.8 Hz. A 200-m-grid spacing, along
with a minimum model velocity of 1500 m s−1, restricts the max-
imum inversion frequency to 1.8 Hz, because of the requirement
for a minimum of four grid points per seismic wavelength by our
finite-difference modelling software. As the resolution of FWI is
around half the seismic wavelength, this means, for this synthetic
experiment, that the resolution across the two magma chambers
should be between 1000 and 1500 m. This is consistent with the
inverted velocity model shown in Figs 4(b) and 5 in that we are
able to recover two separate magma chambers, but the sides of the
magma chambers are smoother than in the true model. Fig. 5 also
shows the iterative improvement in the velocity model.

Finally, we ran checkerboard tests to explore resolution across
the model, and to determine whether the experimental geometry
would allow us to detect features outside the predicted location
of the two magma chambers. A checkerboard of ±100 m s−1 was
added to the background velocity model; a vertical slice is shown
in Fig. 6(a). The velocity model was resampled to a 100-m-grid
spacing in order to increase the maximum inversion frequency to
3.75 Hz. A checkerboard of 1000 m × 1000 m horizontally, and
900 m vertically was tested since this corresponds to about half the
seismic wavelength for mid-crustal velocities of around 6700 m s−1,
and we expect this to be resolvable. The starting model was the
background velocity model without the checkerboard. In total, 10
iterations were performed at each of four frequencies: 2.9, 3.1, 3.3
and 3.75 Hz. Having previously recovered the background model,
we are able to begin the inversion at 2.9 Hz since the wavefields
through the starting and true models are now not cycle-skipped at
this frequency.

Figure 5. Velocity profiles through the centre of the magma chamber. Solid
line shows the difference between the true and starting velocity models;
dashed and dotted lines show the difference between the FWI recovered and
starting models after the 3rd, 18th and 36th iteration.

Vertical slices through the true and recovered checkerboards are
shown in Figs 6(b) and (c), respectively; horizontal slices are shown
in Figs 6(d) and (e). Within the central region of the model, the
magnitude of the velocity anomaly (100 m s−1) within the upper
checkerboard is fully recovered, while the amplitude of the veloc-
ity anomaly within the lower checkerboard, where full-azimuthal
coverage is reduced, is recovered to only about 85 per cent of its
true value. In the centre of the model where there is good azimuthal
coverage, FWI is able to resolve the individual checkers in all three
directions confirming that the practically achievable spatial resolu-
tion is indeed equal to the theoretical value of around half the seismic
wavelength. Note that in this experiment, the receiver separation is
about three times larger than the achieved spatial resolution, such
that very large numbers of ocean-bottom hydrophones will not be
required in field experiments in order to resolve the model.

As FWI continues to advance, elastic inversion for S-wave veloc-
ity (e.g. Guasch et al. 2012; Lu et al. 2013), and anelastic inversion
for attenuation (e.g. Bai & Yingst 2013; Prieux et al. 2013), are
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Figure 6. Checkerboard tests beneath Montserrat. (a) Vertical slice through the 3-D Montserrat model with checkerboard added. (b) and (c) Vertical slices
through the original and recovered checkerboard. (d) and (e) Horizontal slices through the original and recovered checkerboard.

expected to become increasingly practical. Although the former in
particular will always remain more expensive than acoustic inver-
sion in 3-D, inversion for S-wave velocity and attenuation should
be able to distinguish more readily than can P-wave velocity alone
between partially molten and high-temperature zones, and iden-
tify magma pathways throughout the crust, as well as determine
whether a deep crustal hot zone (similar to that proposed by e.g.
Solano et al. 2012) exists beneath the Soufrière Hills volcano. All
of these would represent major improvements in our understanding
of active volcanoes and in our ability to predict their behaviour.

Campos Basin, Brazil

The Campos Basin is a Brazilian coastal sedimentary basin close
to Rio de Janeiro, where exploration for hydrocarbons has been
ongoing for over 35 yr (Fraga et al. 2003). The search for oil

has gradually moved to deeper water (Greenhalgh et al. 2011),
and one of the targets is the sag-basin sediment, located within
the transition zone between continental and oceanic crust, Fig. 7.
Salt bodies of variable thickness lie above these sediments. Con-
ventional reflection data have often failed to produce high-quality
images of reflectors within the sag-basin sediments, to locate ac-
curately top basement or the boundary between stretched con-
tinental and oceanic crust, and to determine crustal thickness.
This not only means that potential reservoirs are difficult to
identify, but also that maturation histories are poorly constrained
(White et al. 2003).

Although whole-crustal velocity data are limited for the Cam-
pos Basin, wide-angle refraction data have been acquired across its
conjugate margin in offshore Angola (Contrucci et al. 2004). In the
refraction model of Contrucci et al. (2004) there are anomalous ve-
locities of 6800–8000 m s−1 in the upper mantle beneath the Moho,
which are postulated to exist also in the mantle beneath the Campos
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Figure 7. A geological interpretation of a time-migrated seismic reflection profile across the continental slope of the Campos Basin (redrawn from Unternehr
et al. 2010). The uppermost sediments and top salt are well-resolved, but there is minimal reflectivity in the sag-basin sediments and the locations of the
basement, continental–oceanic boundary and crustal thickness are unclear in the reflection data.

basin (Unternehr et al. 2010, fig. 3a). These velocities may repre-
sent serpentinized mantle and/or a zone of magmatic underplating
(Mohriak et al. 1990; Lavier & Manatschal 2006).

A geological model of the Campos basin and continent–ocean
transition was constructed using the model of Unternehr et al. (2010)
shown in Fig. 7; the refraction velocity model of Contrucci et al.
(2004) was used to assign velocities to each stratigraphic unit. The
resulting synthetic velocity model is shown in Fig. 8(a). The wa-
ter depth varies between 2200 and 2800 m. The post-rift reflective
sediments have velocities of between 1900 and 3200 m s−1 and the
sag-basin sediments have velocities in the range 4800–5600 m s−1.
Two thin (300–600 m) antiformal/synformal structures have been
added with velocities of ±500 m s−1 above and below the back-
ground velocity; these features were included to represent generic
structure of similar scale to that of interest for regional hydrocarbon
exploration in these sediments. Between the two sedimentary units
are laterally variable salt bodies with a velocity of 4500 m s−1, which
have a geometry that is consistent with the seismic reflection data
shown in Unternehr et al. (2010). The sediments and salt lie above a
hyperextended continental crust. Although the exact location of the
continent–ocean boundary (COB) is unclear from current data, in
the synthetic model (Fig. 8a) the boundary is represented by a sharp
transition to normal oceanic crustal velocities of 6500–6800 m s−1.
Layering has been added in the anomalous mantle zone to represent
sill intrusions.

The starting model (Fig. 8b) has no layering in the uppermost sed-
iments and anomalous lower crust–mantle, or antiformal–synformal
structures in the sag-basin sediments. Beneath the salt, the veloci-
ties have been smoothed laterally and vertically, so that they have a
similar resolution to the refraction model of Contrucci et al. (2004)
for the conjugate margin, offshore Angola. Velocities within and
above the salt are less smooth since conventional velocity analysis
and reflection tomography are able to recover velocities accurately
within these sediments including the structure of the top of the salt.

This initial 2-D velocity model was extended into 3-D with no
lateral change in velocity across the width of the model. This ve-
locity model was used to generate 3-D synthetic data, using a range
of different experimental geometries, assuming near-surface airgun
sources and ocean-bottom receivers. These synthetic data were in-
verted using 3-D FWI to determine whether they could recover
structure within the sag-basin sediments, the sharp COB, and the
layering in the anomalous mantle. These targets are important for

identifying potential hydrocarbon reservoirs and for understanding
maturation history. Results from two of these inversions are shown
in Figs 8(c) and (d).

For the inversions, the 3-D velocity models were 100 km long,
15 km wide and 20 km deep, and the grid spacing was 120 m. For
the inversion shown in Fig. 8(c), there were 6426 sources in total
distributed along 27 shot lines with a shot spacing of 400 m in
both directions, and 441 receivers located along seven lines with a
receiver spacing of 1.5 km in both directions. Sources were placed
close to the surface and receivers close to the sea-bottom. The
vertical slice in Fig. 8(c) is parallel to the central receiver line. We
windowed the raw seismic data in time to select only the refracted
arrivals, and used a layer-stripping approach to overcome cycle
skipping in the starting model. The model updates were restricted
to occur in the top 10 km of the model, and 10 iterations were run at
frequencies of 1.0, 1.3, 1.7, 2.2, 2.5 and 2.9 Hz. Model updates were
then allowed across the entire depth of the model, and the inversion
restarted with the same number of iterations at each frequency.

In Fig. 8(c), the antiformal–synformal structures and COB are
well resolved. The lower crustal–mantle layering is emerging, but
is not quite resolvable at the low frequencies that we are using
here. We used a large number of receivers in this study since it
is a survey that is most likely in practice to be undertaken by the
petroleum industry, which has access to large numbers of ocean-
bottom receivers. In Fig. 8(d) we also show the results of running
an inversion with only 90 receivers spaced 3 km apart and located
along three lines that were 2.5 km apart; this acquisition geometry is
similar to that used for Montserrat. The other inversion parameters
were identical except that 20 iterations were run at 2.2, 2.5 and
2.9 Hz. The inversion using only 90 sources is still able to recover
the main features of the structure, though it is slightly noisier and
the thick layer in the lower crust is less well-resolved than can be
obtained using the larger survey. The noise in the velocity model
in Fig. 8 is incoherently speckled across the entire model. This
characteristic is fairly common in FWI (e.g. Brenders & Pratt 2007),
and its consistency of appearance across the model is helpful in
aiding interpreters to distinguish between residual noise and real
geological structure.

A frequency of 2.9 Hz suggests a maximum resolution of about
850 m in the sag-basin sediments, and 1100–1300 m across the
continental–ocean transition and lower crust. In Fig. 8, the sag-
basin structures are easily detectable even though they are only
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Figure 8. (a) The velocity model used to generate synthetic data for FWI. Structures have been added in the sag-basin sediments to represent hydrocarbon
exploration targets. The continental-oceanic boundary is represented by a sharp transition, and layering has been added to the anomalous mantle to represent
sill intrusions. (b) The starting velocity model for FWI. (c) Recovered velocity model after FWI using 441 receivers. (d) Recovered model using only 90
receivers. Inset shows a 1-D velocity profile close to the centre of the model and marked by the arrow. Right-hand trace is the true minus the starting model,
and the left hand trace is the recovered minus the starting model.
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Figure 9. (a) A vertical slice through the 3-D Brazil model with checkerboard added. (b and c) Vertical slices through the original and recovered checkerboard.
(d and e) Horizontal slices through the original and recovered checkerboard.

500 m thick. The thickness and velocity of these bodies is close
to those in the true model; the inset in Fig. 8(d) shows a virtual
borehole through the true and recovered models, with the starting
model subtracted from each. All the main velocity anomalies in the
sediments are recovered well; the results suggest that more iterations
at higher frequencies would improve the resolution further.

To understand fully the results in Fig. 8, and especially to under-
stand our ability to detect clearly features that are below the nominal
half-wavelength resolution, we must differentiate between resolu-
tion and detectability. Resolution concerns the ability to distinguish
and separate two discrete features whereas detectability concerns
the ability merely to detect the presence of a feature in an otherwise
largely featureless background. For the latter, FWI is able to detect
individual features that have scale lengths of only about a tenth of a
wavelength in thickness provided that they have substantial extent

in at least one other direction—that is, we can detect thin layers
and thin lineations. Achieving this however requires a finer mesh
than would normally be employed during FWI, and so the compu-
tational cost is considerable. For the maximum frequencies that we
are using here, we would expect to be able to resolve, and separate,
equi-dimensional features of about 850 m in extent or larger, but to
be able to detect laminar and linear features that are around 170 m
in thickness. For the correspondingly higher frequencies that we
would invert in field data, the resolution and detectability improve
in direct proportion to the shortest seismic wavelength used during
the inversion.

Finally, we ran a checkerboard test to explore further the res-
olution within the sag-basin sediments and anomalous mantle. A
checkerboard of ±100 m s−1 was added to the starting velocity
model (Fig. 8b) a vertical slice is shown in Fig. 9(a). We used the
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velocity model sampled on a 120-m-grid spacing, which restricts the
maximum inversion frequency to 3.1 Hz. We chose a checkerboard
of 1200 m × 1200 m × 1200 m as this corresponds to about half a
seismic wavelength for mantle velocities of 8000 m s−1 and an in-
version frequency of 3.1 Hz, but the uppermost checkerboard within
the sediments was reduced to 800 m in height as this corresponds to
the theoretical resolution of FWI in this region. The starting model
is the background velocity model without the checkerboard. In to-
tal, 20 iterations were performed at each of three frequencies: 2.9,
3.0 and 3.1 Hz. We are able here to begin the inversion at 2.9 Hz
because the wavefields through the starting and true models are
not cycle-skipped. Vertical slices through the true and recovered
checkerboards are shown in Figs 9(b) and (c), respectively, and
horizontal slices in Figs 9(d) and (e). The upper checkerboard is re-
covered well across the entire model, whilst the lower checkerboard
is recovered well near the model centre but less well elsewhere.
This is presumably because the central region is better sampled by
multiple wavefields.

East Pacific Rise

The final case study is across the East Pacific Rise (EPR). A wealth
of seismic and other geophysical data have been acquired across the
EPR at various locations which, together with geological and geo-
chemical studies of ophiolites, have provided a good understanding
of the large-scale processes involved in the formation of oceanic
lithosphere at fast-spreading mid-ocean ridges (e.g. Detrick et al.
1987; Mutter et al. 1995; Boudier et al. 1996; Korenaga & Kelemen
1998; Dunn et al. 2000; Singh et al. 2006).

Understanding of the accretion of lower oceanic crust however
remains unclear, with two end-member models (Fig. 10) being advo-
cated: (a) a Gabbro glacier model (e.g. Henstock et al. 1993; Phipps
Morgan & Chen 1993), and (b) a multiple sheeted-sill model (e.g.
Korenaga & Kelemen 1998; MacLeod & Yaouancq 2000). Dis-
tinguishing between these and a host of intermediate models is
problematic because, with a careful selection of parameters, the
proposed models are all consistent with the available data (Maclen-
nan et al. 2004). One issue with current 3-D velocity models of the
lower crust across the EPR is that they have been obtained using
traveltime tomography (e.g. Dunn et al. 2000), which has a resolu-
tion of a few kilometres. Here we investigate whether 3-D FWI is
able to recover a high-resolution velocity model of the lower oceanic
crust and uppermost mantle, which would help distinguish between
competing models of crustal accretion.

We have constructed a simple synthetic 3-D velocity model of
the EPR based upon the thermal model of Henstock et al. (1993;
Fig. 11a) and added a 1000 m checkerboard in the shallow crust,
deep crust and immediately below the Moho, in which the veloc-
ity varies by ±100 m s−1 relative to the background (Fig. 11b). We

Figure 10. End member models for the accretion of lower oceanic crust:
(a) Gabbro glacier (Henstock et al. 1993; Phipps Morgan & Chen 1993). (b)
Sheeted sills (Korenaga & Kelemen 1998; MacLeod & Yaouancq 2000).

use a simple checkerboard here because there is no broadly agreed
model for the true small-scale structure that should be expected. The
shallow checkerboards are not in this case included principally as
targets that we seek to recover; they serve rather as heterogeneities
beneath which we seek to image deeper structure. Specifically we
demonstrate how well we can recover P-wave velocity on a hori-
zontal slice immediately beneath the Moho (Fig. 12a). The results
that we obtain at this level will contain a superposition of all the
velocity errors throughout the crustal model as well as responding
directly to heterogeneity within the mantle at this depth, and so they
provide a simple means of summarizing the accuracy of the whole
crustal model.

We have used this model to generate and invert both acoustic
and full-elastic synthetic data. The model and inverted data in-
cluded a free surface so that the data contain both ghosts and free-
surface multiples. The model measured 40 km × 32 km × 12 km.
We used 8000 airgun shots fired at an interval of 360 m inline
and crossline, and just 60 ocean-bottom hydrophones deployed at
3600 m spacing inline and crossline. For most experiments, the hy-
drophones occupied a central portion of the model that measured
about 26 km × 15 km, shown by the yellow receivers in Fig. 12(b).
Assuming a source vessel steaming at around five knots, towing
only a single airgun array and no surface streamer, the 8000 sources
would represent less than two weeks of continuous acquisition in the
field.

Fig. 13 shows a record from an ocean-bottom hydrophone record-
ing a line of sources perpendicular to the strike of the EPR. In order
to improve the clarity of this figure, and for this figure only, the
sources were spaced at 60 m intervals in line; this is six times more
dense than the source spacing used for the inversions. Fig. 13(a)
shows the raw data modelled acoustically including surface-related
multiples. We stop both modelling and inversion at 10 s, and this
allows time for only the first surface-multiple to appear.

Fig. 14(a) shows the results of inverting these data using all 8000
sources and all 60 hydrophones, starting from 2.4 Hz, stepping up to
6.6 Hz in seven stages, using 42 iterations in total and six iterations
per frequency. The data were truncated at 10 s, but are not otherwise
muted in time. The data are noise-free, and the starting model
used the background model of the EPR without the checkerboard.
Later, we show results obtained using less-accurate starting models,
using elastic data, adding noise and windowing in time. Fig. 14(a)
therefore provides a benchmark result showing what can be achieved
using perfect data and a good starting model.

Clearly, under these ideal circumstances, FWI can recover short-
wavelength heterogeneities in the upper mantle with high fidelity.
The result is not perfect—we are using finite-bandwidth data, that
has a minimum wavelength of about 1100 m at the depth of this
image, to probe structures that have sharp boundaries at a much
shorter scale length than this. Consequently the recovered checker-
board is not as sharp as the true model, and it does not fully capture
the absolute magnitude of the anomalies—it represents a low-pass
filtered version of the true model with a cut-off wavelength of about
half the minimum seismic wavelength, in this case about 550 m. In
order to recover shorter wavelength anomalies, we would need to
operate at correspondingly higher maximum frequencies.

In practice, when inverting deep-water field data, we almost al-
ways mute the later arrivals, typically removing all the free-surface
multiples, any double-converted shear-waves that are visible on the
hydrophone data, and often most or all near-normal-incidence re-
flections. Fig. 13(b) shows data that have been low-pass filtered to
match the bandwidth used during FWI, and then muted to retain
only the early transmitted P-wave arrivals; the record is shown to
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Figure 11. Vertical slice through 3-D velocity model of the East Pacific Rise. (a) Long-wavelength background model. (b) With added checkerboards in upper
crust, lower crust and uppermost mantle.

Figure 12. (a) Horizontal slice through the checkerboard perturbation in the uppermost mantle immediately below the Moho beneath the East Pacific Rise.
(b) Receiver locations on the seabed above the East Pacific Rise. The majority of the synthetic experiments used the array shown in yellow. The results shown
in Fig. 14(d) used the reduced-area array shown in green.

the full offset range used during inversion. The results of invert-
ing these muted data are shown in Fig. 14(b). Superficially this
result looks similar to Fig. 14(a), although it is quantitatively not
quite such a good match to the true model when averaged over the
entire model. This comparison illustrates two important features

of FWI as it is used here: it clearly is not significantly aided or
driven by short-offset reflections since these were not used to obtain
Fig. 14(b), and transmission FWI remains robust when long-period
surface-related multiples are included in the inversion window as
they were to obtain Fig. 14(a).
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Figure 13. Synthetic seismograms generated using the model shown in Fig. 11. (a) Acoustic modelling. Trace amplitudes are weighted linearly with increasing
offset but are otherwise shown at true amplitude. (b) Acoustic modelling after low-pass filtering and time windowing to match the bandwidth and data used for
FWI. This record shows the full offset range of the data. The data have been amplitude normalized, trace by trace, after filtering and windowing—these are the
data to which transmission FWI is typically applied. (c) Elastic modelling corresponding to (a). (d) Elastic modelling corresponding to (b).

Figure 14. Recovered checkerboards in the mantle corresponding to Fig. 12. (a) Inverting all the data. (b) Inverting time-windowed data. (c) Inverting
time-windowed data with added noise. (d) Inverting data from receivers that are clustered towards the left side of the model, green receivers in Fig. 12b.

The results of FWI shown in Figs 14(a) and (b) are noise free;
there is no noise added to the synthetics, and the physics used for
the forward modelling and for the inversion is identical. For field
data, both of these are unreasonable assumptions. Fig. 14(c) shows

how FWI performs when spatially uncorrelated noise is added to the
synthetic data. Here the signal-to-noise ratio was 2:1 by which we
mean that the rms value of the clean signal was twice the rms value of
the noise averaged over the 10 s window that we use in the inversion.
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Figure 15. Recovered checkerboards obtained using starting models that have systematic errors. (a) The starting model was everywhere fast, and the predicted
traveltimes at 10 s were 200 ms early. The inversion started at 1 Hz. (b) The starting model was everywhere fast, and the predicted traveltimes at 10 s were
400 ms early. The inversion started at 1 Hz. (c) Starting model as (a). The inversion started at 2.4 Hz. (d) Starting model as (b). The inversion started at 2.4 Hz.

The data were muted as for Fig. 14(b) prior to inversion. The result in
Fig. 14(c) is similar to the result in (b) but it is now itself somewhat
noisy. The effect of the random noise is least in the centre of the
image where the azimuthal coverage and density of data are greatest,
and it is worst around the edges of the model where the coverage
is incomplete. FWI is remarkably robust against incoherent noise;
this is principally because it involves implicitly significant mixing
between different portions of the data, and because there is typically
no earth model in deep water that can generate data that are spatially
incoherent over short subwavelength distances so that the noise
cannot easily become incorporated into the model.

In Figs 14(a)–(c), the ocean-bottom hydrophones were uniformly
and widely distributed across the model as shown by the yellow
receivers in Fig. 12(b). However, in many field experiments, this
will not provide an optimal practical acquisition geometry given a
limited total number of hydrophones, limited time to deploy and
recover them, and an intent to use a single experiment to address
multiple targets at different depths and with different resolutions.
Fig. 14(d) therefore explores one possible alternative geometry for
the hydrophones. For this inversion, the 60 available hydrophones
were concentrated over a reduced area occupying the left portion of
the model and extending only a short distance across the axis of the
EPR as shown by the green receivers in Fig. 12(b).

Fig. 14(d) shows that the resolution and fidelity of the deep FWI
image is marginally improved relative to Fig. 14(a) in the region
where the hydrophones are concentrated, but its ability to fully
capture the amplitude of the anomalies is reduced over that portion
of the model where there are no hydrophones. Two conclusions can
be reached from this comparison. First, 3-D FWI is able to capture
structure in the subsurface that has a wavelength that is several
times shorter than the source or receiver separation provided that
the model is well covered by many crossing wavefields so that, in
a marine experiment where sources are cheap, rather few ocean-

bottom receivers can be employed. This contrasts with traveltime
tomography where the spatial resolution can be compromised by the
source or receiver spacing, whichever is the largest. Secondly, FWI
can recover fine details of the subsurface in portions of the model
where there are only sources and no receivers at all, again provided
that there are many independent wavefields sampling the area. This
characteristic means that the size of the recovered model can be
significantly larger than the acquisition footprint of the receivers.

Fig. 14 has shown that transmission FWI is robust against random
noise, against inclusion of surface multiples, and against wide or
irregular receiver spacing, and does not require or gain particular
advantage from short-offset reflections. All these models though
have used a starting model that is close to the true model, lacking
only the checkerboard. Fig. 15 explores the robustness of FWI to a
less-accurate starting model.

To explore the importance of the starting model, we used start-
ing models that were systematically incorrect—that is, the entire
model below the seabed was either consistently too fast or too slow.
Fig. 15 shows results for starting models that are fast; results from
slow models are comparable. We show two scenarios; one where
the starting model predicts arrival times for transmitted arrivals that
are 200 ms early at 10 s traveltime, and one where this error in-
creases to 400 ms. The percentage error in the start model in these
tests, before addition of the checkerboard, was everywhere the same
below the seabed. In the 400 ms start model, the initial systematic
velocity error in the uppermost mantle, where we present Fig. 15,
was about 300 m s–1 outside the checkerboard, and ranged from 200
to 400 m s–1 within the checkerboard. Our experience of inverting
traveltimes for field data across structures analogous to the one
we explore here suggests that it is normally possible to build a
traveltime model that is accurate to within ±200 ms at 10 s travel-
time, and that it is always possible to match the traveltime to better
than ±400 ms at 10 s given the reasonable signal-to-noise ratios
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Figure 16. Recovered checkerboard obtained from elastic synthetic data. (a) Using acoustic inversion. (b) Using elastic inversion assuming a fixed relationship
between P- and S-wave velocity.

that are seen in well-designed experiments using large airgun arrays
recorded on deep-water hydrophones.

We have run these inversions starting at 2.4 Hz and starting at
1 Hz. At 1 Hz, the starting model should not be cycle skipped at all
for the 200 ms model. At 2.4 Hz, the 200 ms model is at the limit
where some arrivals in particular directions through the checker-
board may be cycle skipped, but the majority of the data will not.
In contrast, at 2.4 Hz, the 400 ms model will be badly cycle skipped
at longer offsets and later traveltimes. At 1 Hz, the 400 ms model
has some arrivals that are cycle skipped, but most are not. At 1 Hz,
the checkerboard does not appear predominantly to the wavefield as
heterogeneous, rather it appears to be anisotropic where, for exam-
ple, the velocity in a horizontal plane parallel to the checkerboard
is different to that in the diagonal direction. Note however that we
are not here running anisotropic forward models or inverting for
anisotropy; the apparent anisotropy is purely an effect of the orga-
nized heterogeneity, and FWI will have difficulty in capturing this
when the incident seismic wavelength is large.

Fig. 15 shows that the inversion captures the checkerboard, that it
recovers the true background model over much of the area, but that
it does not significantly modify the starting model at the extreme
left and right of the model where there is little or no data coverage.
In these peripheral areas, few sources and few receivers contribute
any energy to the model at this depth, and the limited energy that is
recorded travels all in approximately the same direction.

Within the area for which there is reasonable data cover-
age, the checkerboard is recovered. For the 200 ms start model
(Figs 15a and c), the background velocity is recovered correctly
across all of the model away from the periphery, and the peripheral
region is smaller for the 1 Hz FWI than for the 2.4 Hz FWI. At both
frequencies, the recovered checkerboard is somewhat noisy, and its
absolute amplitudes show a systematic variation from the centre to
the edges of the checkerboard as the data coverage decreases. This
systematic variation appears to be related to accumulated errors in
the crustal section above this level; there is a bias towards lower
checkerboard velocities in those portions of the model that under-
lie regions of lower velocity in the crust. Notwithstanding this, the
quantitative match to the true model is reasonably close, and the
structure and the location of individual elements is well recovered.
Surprisingly, the absolute velocities in the checkerboard at this level
are better recovered by the 2.4 Hz result than by 1 Hz. We do not see
this behaviour in the results recovered within the crust, and we do not
have a complete and quantitative explanation for it. It seems likely
that this anomalous behaviour is related to the apparent anisotropy
that occurs at very low frequencies within this artificially regular

model, and that the 1 Hz inversions do not deal with this properly,
producing artefacts that the later higher frequencies cannot fully
compensate.

For the 400 ms start model (Figs 15b and d), a similar pattern can
be seen except that the background model is now no longer properly
recovered when starting FWI at 2.4 Hz. This is not surprising given
that these data are significantly cycle skipped in this start model.
Interestingly, although the result is quantitatively wrong at 2.4 Hz,
the geometry and the local contrast within the checkerboard region
is well recovered. This is a common feature of FWI—even though it
nominally fails when the input data are cycle skipped, it can still of-
ten recover the short-wavelength structure approximately correctly
albeit superimposed upon an incorrect longer wavelength model.

At 400 ms, starting at 1 Hz, the background model is well re-
covered, and is quantitatively correct, over most of the region
where there is significant data coverage. This region is smaller
that the corresponding region obtained when the initial error is only
200 ms. The checkerboard is well recovered, both structurally and
quantitatively, but there is residual noise in the result that is higher
than at 200 ms.

From these, and from similar tests run with low-velocity starting
models, we conclude that, given the expected errors in starting
models, beginning inversion on field data at 2.4 Hz is likely to be
just adequate in order to recover both the short and long wavelengths
in a model similar to this. If the errors in the starting model are larger
than normal, then we will require lower frequencies in the field data.
Beginning the inversion at 1 Hz appears to be adequate for the largest
reasonable errors that are likely to appear in traveltime models. It
is always easier to recover the fine structure at depth, even when
using rather poor starting models, than it is to recover a model that
is quantitatively exact.

Thus far, we have looked only at acoustic inversions performed
using acoustic forward data. Fig. 16 shows FWI results obtained
using elastically modelled forward data. Fig. 13(c) shows the same
common-receiver record as is shown in Fig. 13(a), but now it has
been modelled using a full elastic code. Fig. 13(d) shows the muted
elastic record corresponding to Fig. 13(b). In this model, the water
layer is acoustic, but the model below the seabed is elastic with a
fixed Vp/Vs ratio of 1.73. Sources and receivers were located within
the water layer, and so they do not generate or record shear waves
directly. The model used here has a hard water-bottom since there is
no sedimentary cover on the EPR; consequently P-to-S conversion
is more effective at the seabed in this model that it is in almost
any other deep-water environment so that acoustic-elastic differ-
ences are maximized in this example. Indeed, we have never seen
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shear-waves in field data in any environment on marine hy-
drophones, generated by airguns that are as strong as those shown
here.

The principal difference between the acoustic (Fig. 13a) and elas-
tic (Fig. 13c) records, are the double-converted shear wave transmit-
ted arrivals that appear behind the faster P waves. The generation of
these shear waves at the seabed extracts energy from the P waves,
and this therefore also causes amplitude differences between the
transmitted P waves seen on both records. The variation of ampli-
tude with angle for reflected phases, especially as they approach
and pass the critical angle, also varies between acoustic and elas-
tic models. In this model, this is most apparent where it affects
the wide-angle reflection from the Moho; wide-angle acoustic PmP
reflections are consistently higher in amplitude than are their elas-
tic counterparts. These various amplitude variations in turn affect
the resulting interference patterns between different arrivals, and so
they affect the resulting waveforms.

Comparison of Figs 13(b) and (d) shows the differences between
the acoustic and elastic records within the window and the band-
width that we retain for FWI. For acoustic FWI applied to field data,
we record elastic data with the characteristics of Fig. 13(d), and we
invert these by modelling acoustic data with the characteristics of
Fig. 13(b). Since these two data sets are not dissimilar, it is unsur-
prising that acoustic FWI of elastic field data is able to recover an
accurate P-wave velocity model when it is used as we describe here.
In order for acoustic inversion of elastic data to be effective, we do
not require that acoustic and elastic records from the same model be
identical. Rather, we only require the weaker condition that acoustic
data that are most similar to the elastic data should correspond to
an acoustic model that is close to the true P-wave model. This hy-
pothesis is supported by both synthetic tests (e.g. Warner et al. 2012
and this paper) and by the application of acoustic FWI to field data
sets that produce acoustic-velocity models that correctly migrate
reflection data (e.g. Sirgue et al. 2010; Ratcliffe et al. 2011), that
match direct measurements of P-wave velocity made in boreholes
(e.g. Lazaratos et al. 2011; Warner et al. 2013a), and that correctly
predict elastic field data when these are subsequently modelled elas-
tically using the recovered acoustic velocity model as the basis for
the elastic modelling (Virieux & Operto 2009).

Fig. 16(a) shows the result of modelling data elastically, as in
Fig. 13(c), windowing the data as in Fig. 13(d), and inverting the
result acoustically. The acoustic FWI is able to recover the checker-
board, the result is quantitatively correct in the central third of the
model where we have good data coverage, and there are no system-
atic artefacts or biases introduced in either the background model
or within the checkerboard. The result is somewhat noisy, and it is
not as well recovered as is a pure acoustic result in those portions
of the model that have less than ideal data coverage. The result in
Fig. 16(a) shows that acoustic inversion of full-elastic data is robust,
and that transmission FWI is robust against at least some forms of
coherent noise since we can regard the difference between acoustic
and elastic seismograms as a form of source-correlated coherent
noise.

Fig. 16(b) shows a result of applying elastic FWI to elastic for-
ward data. If we do this using the correct S-wave model to invert
for a P-wave model, something that we are unable to do in practice
with field data, then the result is similar to the acoustic benchmark
shown in Fig. 14(a). However, if we invert the hydrophone data elas-
tically using an incorrect S-wave model, which is a more reasonable
assumption for field data, then the resulting P-wave model is quali-
tatively similar to the result obtained by inverting elastic data using
an acoustic algorithm, Fig. 16(b). In this example, in the forward

data, the checkerboard is present only in the P-wave model. During
the inversion however, a fixed relationship is maintained everywhere
between Vp and Vs. That relationship is correct outside the checker-
board, but it is not correct within it since the checkerboard is only
present within the P-wave model. Consequently the P-wave model
that is recovered by elastic FWI is unsurprisingly not quantitatively
correct. If instead, we invert independently for Vp and Vs using
these hydrophone data, then the result becomes worse since the
observed data do not strongly constrain the short-wavelength shear
wave velocity model. In order to learn significantly more about the
shear wave model in this experiment, we would need to employ
multicomponent geophones deployed on the seabed.

D I S C U S S I O N

Our synthetic tests for all three case studies indicate that 3-D FWI of
wide-angle, multi-azimuthal data can be used to recover deep fine-
scale subsedimentary velocity structures of interest that are unlikely
to be resolved by any other technique. The minimum experimental
requirement is that the wavefields sample the subsurface across a
sufficient range of azimuths, which means that surveys can be long
and moderately narrow—as they were for the Montserrat and Brazil
case studies. The costs of such surveys are likely to be reasonable
since they can use a relatively small number of ocean-bottom hy-
drophones and a dense grid of airgun sources. This is because the
resolution, in multi-azimuth 3-D transmission FWI, is controlled
by the shortest inverted seismic wavelength, and to a lesser degree
by the source or receiver spacing, whichever is the smallest. In our
synthetic tests with few receivers, we found that we could obtain
the expected resolution of half a wavelength, provided that this was
larger than about half the source spacing in both directions, and
that it was largely independent of the receiver spacing. Note that
FWI explicitly includes surface ghosts and surface multiples into
the forward wavefield during inversion. Consequently, there is no
requirement for multi-component receivers in order to separate up
and down-going wavefields, and hydrophones alone are adequate
for acoustic inversions. This means that there is no necessity to
couple geophones to the seabed which dramatically simplifies the
design and deployment of the ocean-bottom instrumentation, with
a corresponding reduction in both capital and operational cost.

For field data a number of issues will make such experiments and
inversions more difficult than is suggested by our synthetic tests.
These include the requirement to know accurately the positions of
receivers on the ocean bottom, to have a good model of velocity
in the water column, to have an inversion strategy that can deal
effectively with attenuation, anisotropy and elastic effects where we
seek to use these in the subsequent interpretation, and especially to
have low frequencies in the recorded data and to be able to construct
a good starting model. Warner et al. (2013a) show anisotropic 3-D
FWI applied successfully to field data, and also demonstrate that
the effects of elasticity and attenuation can be effectively minimized
by appropriate amplitude normalization of both field and predicted
seismic data.

Other challenges include determining the source, noise suppres-
sion, and the computational requirements of large models, large
data sets and higher frequencies. The source can be determined
directly from the data (Pratt et al. 1996; Warner et al. 2013a). Am-
bient noise is much less of a problem in data recorded at the ocean
bottom than it is for towed-streamer data, and FWI appears to be
extraordinarily robust against noise that is spatially incoherent due
to the large redundancy in multi-azimuth data (e.g. Plessix 2008).
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Computational cost increases with model size, and as approximately
the fourth power of the maximum frequency. The 3-D Brazilian in-
version took about three orders of magnitude more computational
effort to run than would an equivalent 2-D inversion over the same
model.

A much-discussed issue when inverting field data is deciding
which physics to use. In principle it is possible to use a full-elastic
solution during inversion, and to invert for independent density
and attenuation models. In practice, there is significant crosstalk
between the different parameters, and multiparameter FWI is still
an area of active research (Prieux et al. 2013). In this context, we
have previously conducted a suite of synthetic tests to explore the
effects of modelling elastic data with an acoustic code, inverting
using isotropic velocity models for anisotropic data, using a 2-D
approximation to invert 3-D data, and not properly accounting for
attenuation or density (Morgan et al. 2009; Warner et al. 2012).
Of these, the most significant effects were observed when using
incorrect assumptions about anisotropy and when inverting com-
plex 3-D models using a 2-D code—both of these can be properly
overcome by using 3-D anisotropic acoustic inversion. Inverting
full-elastic data using an acoustic approximation produced results
that were similar to those obtained when inverting acoustic data
provided that both observed and predicted amplitudes were normal-
ized appropriately during the inversion. Similar results were also
obtained when inverting data generated with unknown attenuation
and density models—provided that amplitude information is par-
tially suppressed during the inversion, the resulting models are only
minimally compromised by these unaccounted effects.

C O N C LU S I O N S

3-D acoustic anisotropic FWI of airgun data, acquired using very
long offsets, recorded on sparse ocean-bottom hydrophone arrays,
is now able to recover high-resolution 3-D velocity models of deep-
crustal and whole-crustal targets of interest to the academic com-
munity, to the petroleum industry, and in geohazard assessment.
The necessary field acquisition is feasible and affordable, and re-
quires minimal modification to existing acquisition platforms. The
necessary computer codes already exist; these have been developed
for the petroleum industry, and have been proven against the ground
truth of borehole data. We suggest that these developments, and the
transfer of petroleum technology to address a wider range of prob-
lems, will be able to open up a new era of geophysical exploration
of the Earth’s crust. A necessary step is the acquisition of suitable
medium-density, low-frequency, wide-azimuth, 3-D field data sets
of the type required for the application of this technology.
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